Gateway Portal Day 02/02/2011
Transcript
Hello everyone, this is Jim and welcome to 2/2/2011 Gateway Portal Channeling. Thank you for being
here and for your great service to Divine Mother and the Masters.
We are just entering 2011 and much of what the Masters have been talking about in 2010 is continuing to
take place. The many parts of the world are in some form of chaos and turmoil - both natural and manmade.
All through 2010, Divine Mother has been working with us to clear and cleanse ourselves and our world,
both locally and globally, to assist Mother Earth in the process of shaking off her dross to raise her own
vibration.
The Masters spoke about the natural disasters that were happening in 2010 and would probably continue.
As we can see, Mother Earth is using the Element of Water to clear herself – through snow storms, floods,
hurricanes, etc. As the dross that needs to come to the surface, comes to the surface, we often experience
chaos and turmoil, in many different forms, individually and on a global scale.
The Quotient of Light on Earth is rising. The orbit of Earth and this entire Solar System is reaching the
point that you might call the Galactic Solstice and is now moving back toward the Central Sun of our
Galaxy. This means that we are moving toward Light for the first time in 13,000 years. What does this
mean for us? For example, the atmosphere of Earth has been able to hold a certain amount of dross –
dross such as fear, hate, anger, greed, selfishness. But now the vibration of Earth is rising and the
atmosphere of Earth can no longer hold as much fear, hate, anger, greed and selfishness, so it has to
manifest, in some way, to be released. The saturation point has been reached and will continue to get
lower and lower, needing to shed more and more dross in the process. To read more on this topic, go to
http://www.nasrinsafai.com/pte-mystery-school/pte-mystery-school-curriculum .
As the atmosphere of Earth becomes less and less capable of absorbing negativity, whatever insists on
holding on to these energies has a choice. It can leave or it can release these negative energies and
embrace a higher Quotient of Light. Staying on Earth, completely imbued in these negative energies, is no
longer an option.
Both options result in chaos for the earth and all souls in dealing with the consequences of that release. It
is important to understand this in order to accept and enduring the resulting chaos and turmoil. Keeping a
loving and non-judgmental attitude, so that the negativity can manifest and its energy absorbed and
neutralized rather than being reverberated back and forth within you and the 5 Elements by feelings of
guilt, blame, judgment and self judgment causing additional distress and prolonging its departure. This is
true on all levels; as individuals, as countries and as Mother Earth.
Divine Mother and the Masters have given us Grids of Light and meditations to raise our own vibration
and to help with the release of these energies. And we have all worked very hard. A question you might
ask is, why is it so hard for the energies of peace, harmony, compassion and selflessness to take hold;
why is there so much resistance both natural and man-made?
The answer lies in the nature of duality in the 3rd Dimension of Reality. Duality is woven into the fabric
of time and space and is necessary to manifest Creation into form. As Form moves from Semi-Form to
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Solid Form, duality greatly increases in its influence. Metatron has often used the analogy of the
pendulum. The pendulum swings back and forth, as duality seeks the status quo. If forces gain momentum
and pull it to the left, duality pulls against that force with equal vigor to finally slow it, bring the
pendulum through its neutral position and it swings the pendulum with equal momentum back to the
right, always working to bring the pendulum back to rest. Successfully raising the Quotient of Light in
this 3rd Dimension is an incremental process.
The particular way duality interacts with the 3rd Dimension has to do with the nature of the inertia it has
acquired. Our 3rd Dimensional Reality, here on Earth, has acquired inertia that has taken thousands of
years to be embedded into the fabric of this reality. For thousands of years, our duality has permeated
with energies of conflict, violence and the strong imposing power over the weak. It will take the vigilance
and determination by all of us to re-encode this duality with the energies of compassion, non-violence,
and selflessness so that the natural balance of duality in this reality is of these energies.
We are working hard to find the words that describe this new higher reality for Earth and all Souls but we
must write the words that describe this higher reality on substance, on the paper which is duality.
In order to bring the Creative Force into manifest Form, there must be duality. In order to bring form into
Solid Form, duality is about 50 -50, black to white, positive to negative, light to dark.
This world is thick with duality. It is woven into the fabric of time and space of the 3rd Dimension. You
can’t change it – you can only work with it.
The Masters have told us that in the Divine Plan humankind was not meant to go to the 3rd Dimension.
The 3rd Dimension was the realm of minerals, plants, animals, fish, birds, etc. species that operate through
a species Group Mind of Collective Consciousness. Birds migrate, guided through their connection to this
Collective Consciousness which is connected to the Divine Plan. This is the same for all species except
for Humankind.
Humankind, as intended in the Divine Plan, to function through a Light Body.
This Light body must be given up and a Physical Body adopted for a Being to manifest into the 3rd
Dimension. Bringing the complex and expansive Mental Body of Humankind into the 3rd Dimension
caused all kinds of problems in the 3rd Dimension. It interfered with nature by creating static in the
collective consciousness of other species, in some cases disconnecting them from their Divine Guidance,
reaking havoc throughout the 3rd Dimension and this level of duality.
The future we and the Masters wish to create has to anchor itself into the 3rd Dimension; into this duality
with the inertia it has gained over thousands of years.
That is also why Divine Mother and the Masters have been working with us to bring into our reality the
5th Dimensional Octave. So that we can move away from the duality of the 3rd Dimension and the inertia
it carries.
My Children of Light, I am well pleased. I am happy. I am grateful.
Divine Mother Calls our New Guardian of Protection from Pool of Creation
I will take a moment to connect you with a Host of Guardians. I call these Guardians especially from the
Pool of Creation. Each of you is going to meet a Being. This is the Being that I appoint to each of you
during this time of change. This is your very own specially appointed Guardian. Divine Mother’s
specially appointed Guardian of Protection for each of you.
Visualize this Being. There are Lights illumined from the Being. The color of the Light that you will see
is the unique energy that you need. Some of you may see profusion of different colored Lights. Some of
you may see a specific colored Light. In days to come, that color may change. It may become a
profusion of Light. What is important is for you to recognize this Being – recognize the energy of this
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Being and know that you can always call upon your own specially appointed Guardian of Light and
Protection – my own Divine Mother’s specially appointed Guardian of Protection.
Major Responsibility of this Being is to Constantly Clear our Energy Fields
The first and foremost responsibility of this Guardian is to constantly clear your energy field of any
pollution – constantly wrap itself around you so:
When you need transmutation, this Guardian will wrap itself around you and set you aflame with
Violet Flame.
When you feel the need to be loved, this Guardian will wrap itself around you and send you
Golden Pink.
When you need to be in a place of high intelligence, functioning from a Mental Body, this
Guardian will wrap itself in a Golden Jade Green – a dark Green to Emerald Green.
When you need to be vigilant with finances or open the gateways of abundance, this Being will
wrap you in the range of Greens – from a Citron Green to a Jade Green – from a Citron Green to
an Emerald Green, the other side of the range, the lighter side of the range. All the colors of
nature are also the colors that will provide abundance to you - the entire range of Green of the
nature.
When you need to be empowered, to make decisions, when you need to be empowered and
supported in whatever projects or plans you want to embark upon, this Being will wrap itself
around you and send you a range of Aquamarine Blue to Cobalt Blue Light. When you need to
communicate your decision, it would be a Cobalt Blue Light. When you need to call upon the
thought and the design and the idea to form the decision – to form the concept, it will be
Aquamarine Blue God Source energy. The range of God Source is from Aquamarine Blue that
is the sublime aspect to Cobalt Blue that is the Earthly aspect. The God Source energy for the
present moment in Earth is Cobalt Blue. When you move to the Fifth Dimensional Octave, that
Cobalt Blue gives way to the Aquamarine Blue.
Antahkarana Cord, From Divine Mother’s Throne to Crown, is emanating Aquamarine Blue Light.
And I want you to see that your Antahkarana Cord is connected from the top of your head to the Throne
of Divine Mother always emanating the Aquamarine Blue Light. And that Aquamarine Blue Light is
entering through your Antahkarana Cord into your Crown Chakra, the top of your head and pushing
down, Chakra by Chakra, bathing your Chakras especially reaching from the Throat down to the Cosmic
Heart, Personal Heart and continuing down in each Chakra mixing with the color of that Chakra and even
going down your Hara Line – the Pillar of Light that’s continues from the bottom of your feet to the Core
of the Earth.
We Send the Aquamarine Blue Light to Core of the Earth – Pull Amber Light From Core Into Our Body
to Recharge. What you are sending to the Core of the Earth is that Aquamarine Blue Light. What Earth is
sending to you is the Red Life Force energy mixed with the Amber which is the life force – the Cosmic
Life Force – that makes it a Golden Amber color that gives you sustenance. When you are faced with
negative energies – when you are sitting and watching a war go on in your living room, in your family
room, you want to keep pulling down the Aquamarine Blue and pouring it into the Core of the Earth to
help the Earth. And you want to keep pulling up the Red Life Force and mixing it with the Golden to
make it into an Amber and pull it into your self. So as you’re feeling drained watching this event
happening, you can recharge your body and then you can send that energy.
This Guardian is Different From Other Guardians or Angelic Hosts
Your specially appointed Divine Mother Guardian Angel of Protection – specially appointed by Divine
Mother Guardian Angel of Protection. This is different from your head guardian. This is different from
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your various guardians. This is different from all the Angelic Hosts that work with you. This is
especially appointed through a dispensation given by me. And right now, the responsibility of this
Angelic Force is to protect you from picking up dross – to protect you when you’re sleeping at night and
you’re taken into those Realms to be of guidance and help – from picking anything that you bring back
and you need to transmute during the day. When you are going out into the real world during the day and
you’re faced with people who are in turmoil – you’re faced with people who are in places of agitation – to
transmute that agitation from around you so it doesn’t penetrate in your body – so it doesn’t become grief
in your lungs – so it doesn’t become anger in your liver – so it doesn’t become fear in your kidneys – so it
doesn’t become pain in your lower back, pain in shoulders, pain in your neck, pain in your head – so it
doesn’t pollute your Third Eye – so it doesn’t pollute your Throat Chakra – so you don’t pick up energies
and entities.
The Moment You Notice Shift in Energy, Call your Guardian Angel of Protection
It’s very easy to walk by someone who is angry and pick up the entity of that anger and walk away
saying, ‘I was doing well. Why am I so angry right now?’ The moment that you notice that – the
moment that you notice a shift in your energy, instead of sitting there wondering and bathing in that, call
your specially dispensed Guardian Angel of Protection. “Through the intercession of Divine Mother, I
ask you to clear my energy. I went from being happy to being angry. All I did was I went to the shop and
I bought milk – all I did was I went to the post office and mailed some packages – all I did was I drove in
my car and sat in traffic.”
Don’t Transmute These Energies on your Own – Call for Help
It’s very easy right now with Mother Earth pushing all the energies to the surface to pick up stuff because
these are disembodied energies like little bubbles, little soap bubbles and most of them are soap bubbles
with a lot of cobwebs inside. You pick up the cobweb and in the picking up of the cobweb begins to
impact you as you are trying to transmute it. Don’t transmute it on your own. You don’t have to take two
– three – four hours – you don’t have to take two minutes even. The moment that you feel the shift, right
there, call upon your Divine Mother’s special Angel. “My Guardian of Protection, please clear my
energy field.” You go to the movie theater, you come out and you feel out of sorts. Why? Because you
sat in the theater with hundreds of people even if you sit with five people, it doesn’t matter. That
segment, that phase, that session, that two-hour session, maybe there’s no one in the theater but does
anyone go in there and clean it energetically? No. So you come out and you feel scattered. Call your
Guardian of Protection.
Ask Your Guardian to Use the Violet Flame Tornado
When you go into the movie theater, call your Guardian of Protection. Set that Guardian to put one
Violet Flame Tornado in the four corners, one in each corner – North, East, South, West. When you
decide to go to the grocery store, send the Guardian Angel and say, “Set up four Violet Flame Tornados –
Inferno of Violet Flame in the grocery store. Set up an Inferno of Violet Flame around each human
being.” You don’t have to ask permission to do good. Violet Flame is doing good. Violet Flame harms
no one. Violet Flame clears the energy.
If you saw someone sitting in the middle of a snowstorm, you’d either say, ‘Let me help you, bring you
inside.’ Or you say, ‘Here, take my winter coat. I don’t need it because I’m going to sit in my car or I’m
going in my house.’ Violet Flame is like that. It’s offering a winter coat to someone who is sitting in the
middle of a snowstorm outside.
Call your Guardian First Thing in Morning and Last Thing at Night
Hold your Scepter up. Feel the energy of your specially dispensed by Divine Mother Guardian Angel of
Protection and I want you to go to bed and take this Guardian with you every night as you fall asleep.
Write yourself a note. Put it by where you brush your teeth. Put it by where you put your water to drink
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at night. Somewhere it’s the last thing that you see at night, so you can call it and the first thing that you
see in the morning, so you can call it. This wonderful Being and don’t be surprised if this wonderful
Being starts communicating with you and telling you, ‘Divine Mother wants you to do this. Divine
Mother wants you to do that. Divine Mother wants you not to drive so fast. Divine Mother wants you to
love yourselves.’
You Must Give Permission to Your Guardian
And to see that the moment that you call the Being, your whole energy changes. I want you to put it to
the test. In fact, I want you to say to this Guardian right now, “Don’t let me forget about you. Please.
Make your presence known to me. When you see and feel that I have picked up some cobwebby-soap
bubble from some place, you remind me that I need to take care of it. You take care of it. I give you
permission.” The issue here is giving permission. You can give permission – a blanket of permission,
“Whenever I need help, I give you permission to help me without my asking for it. In the name of Divine
Mother, I ask for this dispensation that help be given to me at any moment that I need it even if I am
unaware of the need. Remove obstacles from my path. Release negativity from my energy bodies. Clear
the pollution before I jump into it. Clear the super market before I need to go shopping. Clear the
shopping mall before I need to go inside. Clear the movie theater before I need to sit in it and clear my
energy when I walk out.”
These Beings Can Clear Themselves in an Instant as Opposed to Our Days
It’s a lot to ask these Beings for them to clear any entire movie theater so you can have a comfortable
exchange but let’s remember, that too is a service. You can be clearing that movie theater all on your
own and get yourself sick and not know why for the next three days you are unable to connect, unable to
meditate, unable to stay focused or you can ask this Being. I would rather you ask these Beings because
these Beings can clean themselves in an instant. And the new life force, the new refreshed energy that
they allow you to carry around with you would be the element of so much good that it is worth their while
and mine to appoint them to serve you. After all, you have given of yourselves a hundred percent. You
have awakened in time to be the beacons of Light. There’s no reason why other beacons of Light who are
not physically embodied – whose source is in Light who can replenish themselves in an instant shouldn’t
be there to help you.
Our Guardian is Emanating Divine Mother’s Copper Gold Light to Us
Let me give you one more shower of Light, wrapping the Love energy from the Heart of Divine Mother.
Copper Gold is now being showered through your specially dispensed Guardian of Protection – Divine
Mother’s Guardian of Protection – your very own Guardian of Protection emanating the Copper Gold of
Divine Mother to your individual bodies, wrapping you in their Celestial wings, emanating the Copper
Gold Light to you.
Very Important For Us to Call Our Guardian at Bedtime
And I want you to lie for half an hour or if you can, go to bed. If it’s bedtime, go to bed. If it’s not
bedtime, carry it with you until it is bedtime and put a reminder. It’s really important that you remember
to call upon this Being at bedtime because if you have forgotten and gotten involved in the events of the
day, at bedtime they can clear you and they can guide you. When you are roaming in dreamtime to be of
service, they can protect you from moment to moment. So when you wake up in the morning, you will
feel refreshed. When you wake up in the morning, your body has been rejuvenated and refreshed. Your
Five-Body System has been recalibrated and balanced and your energy is replenished.
I hold you in my own Heart with great Love. You have done so much and you continue to do so much
more and I hold you with such Joy and Gratitude. I am your very own Divine Mother. I walk with you
and I hold you in my own Heart always and forever.
So It Is.
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